National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli (NITT) is an Institute of National Importance under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India. The Institute offers undergraduate, postgraduate and Ph.D. programs across disciplines including Humanities and Social Sciences.

Department of Humanities and Social Sciences

is a top-ranked department among the NITs. The Department has constantly striven for a practical curriculum with a high degree of professional relevance, thus enabling students to face real-time challenges. Faculty at HSS are professionally recognized scholars who are known for their committed teaching, extraordinary research, close mentoring and individualized exploration of research projects. They rigorously pursue research in niche areas such as Language and Genetics, Digital Humanities, Health Humanities, English Language Teaching and Culture studies.

M.A. in English Language and Literature

M.A. in English Language and Literature is a two-year postgraduate Programme. The programme is a brand of its own in the country offering a unique blend of courses in Language and Literature. These courses will equip students with a wide range of skills such as problem solving, critical/creative thinking and soft skills.

Eligibility and Mode of Selection

B.A. in English literature/ language/ ELT/ linguistics from any recognized university/ college. Admission is based on an Entrance Exam followed by a personal interview.

Detailed admission procedure and the application form can be downloaded at www.nitt.edu from the last week of March.
JOIN HSS AT NITT

At HSS-NITT, every course is taught by full time faculty members who equip students with critical tools that not only help them to study literature, language, and culture in its richness but also prepare them for future careers in many fields. Besides offering traditional courses, HSS-NITT underpins ongoing research on such topics as Digital Humanities, Health Humanities, ELT, Language and Genetics, popular and visual cultures. The English Division of HSS will provide deep support for a variety of employment including research, teaching and beyond. Our curated courses and project work which essentially integrate 21st century skills are sure pathways to creative problem solving, creative writing, cultural interpretation and analysis. The combination of focused group learning, engaged faculty, and rigorous curriculum in HSS-NITT will turn our graduates into thoughtful citizens and custodians of literature, language and culture.

You will be inspired, challenged and motivated to think creatively!

EMBRACE THE CHANGE

For details visit www.nitt.edu
Email: headhse@nitt.edu | Phone: +91-431-2503691

M.A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE ADMISSION 2020
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
M.A. in English Language and Literature
is a two-year Postgraduate Programme. The programme is a brand of its own in the country offering a unique blend of courses in Language and Literature. These courses will equip students with a wide range of skills such as problem solving, critical/creative thinking and soft skills.

Eligibility and Mode of Selection
B.A. in English literature/language/ELT/linguistics from any recognized university/college. Admission is based on an entrance exam followed by a personal interview.

Detailed admission procedure and the application form can be downloaded at www.nitt.edu from the last week of March.